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Chapter 1

Introduction
The Flux Analysis and Modeling Environment, or FAME, is a browser-based
graphical interface that allows users to build, edit, run, and visualize stoichiometric models. It is written in PHP and is developed by Joost Boele.
The running (solving) of models is done using PySCeS Mariner, which is a
server frontend of the Python Simulator of Cellular Systems and is developed
by Brett G. Olivier.
PySCeS in turn uses an external linear solver, which can be either the open
source GLPK or LPSolve, or the commercial ILOG CPLEX, which is free for
academic use.

1.1

Where to get, licences, etc.

The easiest way to use FAME is to access it online at http://f-a-m-e.org/.
Those wanting to run a local copy of FAME can request the source files from the
same URL. FAME is released under the license available at http://f-a-m-e.org/ajax/license.php.
FAME is best viewed in Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Safari (in that
order). Internet Explorer is off-spec in many ways: it will not properly render CSS3 or SVG images, and is best avoided. Persistent IE enthusiasts may
however get it to run FAME properly by installing plug-ins.
PySCeS-CBM Mariner is maintained by Brett G. Olivier, and can be found
on http://pysces.sourceforge.net/cbm.

1.2

Model basics

Before continuing, it is important that some common ground be established for
talking about models.
SBML (Systems Biology Mark-up Language) is the language in which models are represented by and for computers. This format is hardly human readable,
and that’s one of the reasons why FAME exists in the first place.
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Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) and Flux Variability Analysis (FVA)
are the analyses the tool is targeted at, but the terms used in FBA/FVA and
SBML tend to differ on some occasions.
The following terms are used in this manual, but may cause confusion unless
properly explained first:
Species Species is another way of saying “metabolite” or “chemical compound”.
The only occasion in which species is used to describe a biological species,
such as human or E. coli, is when selecting a species to make a model of,
on the front page of FAME.
Boundary A boundary is a species that is exchanged with the outside world. It is
associated with a boundary reaction, which takes care of this exchange in
modeling terms.
Objective The objective is what the linear solver will try to accomplish when the
model is run. In FAME, this is either to MINimize or to MAXimize a
given reaction. Therefore, the term objective can also be used to refer to
this reaction.
Rate Represents how “fast” a reaction takes place, compared to something else.
While technically not a rate in the biochemical sense, it is generally conceptually safe to think of the outcome of an FBA run as a list of reaction
rates (or fluxes, hence the names FBA and FVA). A negative rate means
the reaction takes place in the reverse direction, i.e. from right to left.
Constraint Constraints determine the maximum and minimum rates of reactions. Every reaction’s rate has constraints to both its minimum and its maximum,
or “lower bound” and “upper bound”.

1.3

Remarks on building models from KEGG
data

When a model is built from scratch using KEGG pathways, bear in mind that
the information these models are based upon is not always accurate. While
FAME attempts to detect and correct errors in the source data, it does not
check for mass conservation in reactions. Thus, especially protons (H+, or
C00080) and water (H2O) sometimes go “missing” from reactions. An easy
fix for this is to set both H+ and water as boundary species. This sacrifices
absolute modeling accuracy, but it is up to individual modelers to determine
whether this is detrimental to the eventual analysis.

Chapter 2

The FAME front page
On the front page, you are given the choice between creating a new model from
KEGG pathways (“Build”) or importing an existing one (to “Run” it). When
importing models, a distinction is made between existing FAME models and all
other SBML models. Regardless, the model should always be valid SBML, and if
a non-FAME model is imported, ensuring the SBML is valid is the responsibility
of the user (although FAME performs a quick check or two).
A simple merge facility is also available on this page, which is primarily
useful for adding pathways to existing models.

Figure 2.1: The FAME front page
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Building a new model from KEGG pathways

This tools allows you to build a new model, based on pathway information from
KEGG. The construction of a model consists of five steps.

Figure 2.2: Creating a model from scratch
1. Select the species you’d like to create a model of by its three letter abbreviation (e.g. hsa for Homo sapiens).
2. Select any number of pathways. These are ordered by their KEGG pathway number (e.g. glycolysis is 00010). Use Ctrl+click and/or Shift+click
to select more than one pathway or to unselect.
3. Choose a name for your model and set the default rate constraints for the
reactions in your model. FAME makes a distinction between boundary reactions (which the model will not have by default) and all other reactions.
Thus, by default, all reaction rates will have a lower bound of –10000 and
an upper bound of 10000. An exception to this is formed by the group of
‘irreversible’ reactions; they’ll have a lower bound of zero.1
You can change the constraints on individual reactions on the next page.
4. Select the fixes you want to include in the model. A number of solutions to
common modeling challenges is provided here, such as an ATP hydrolysis
1 Although hardliners may argue that there is no such thing as an irreversible reaction in
biochemistry, in stoichiometric models, representing reactions as such may be quite handy.
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reaction to have an ATP consumption mechanism if the model would
otherwise have none.
Most fixes can also be set as objectives, because it could make sense to
do this (e.g. to check how much ATP a system can produce per molecule
of glucose). Since fixes are reactions like all others, however, you can also
turn them into objectives as you edit the model on the next page.
For OXPHOS, the P/O ratio can be altered if you don’t like the default
setting of 2.5.
Note: when modeling the pentose phosphate pathway, always include the
R00835 and FRUCTOSE fixes, as you’ll have a really hard time overcoming these omissions in KEGG if you don’t.
5. Click ‘Build’
You will now be forwarded to the editing/running page, where you can
further tune your model.

2.2

Importing a model

Existing models can be imported into FAME, provided they are presented as
SBML files. FAME will convert non-FAME models to FAME compatible ones.
If a model is available online, FAME can also download it from a user-provided
URL. Importing a model consists of the following steps:

Figure 2.3: Importing an existing model
1. Select the file on your hard drive, or enter the full URL of the location
FAME should download the model from.
2. Set the default maximum reaction rates. These values represent the rate
constraints reactions will default to, if none are specified. FAME makes
a distinction between boundary reactions and normal reactions for this
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purpose, but you can set them to identical default values if you like (don’t
worry, if your model specifies reaction constraints, they will overwrite these
default settings).
3. Select whether the model has been created or processed by FAME at
some point. If it hasn’t, an extra conversion step is included in the import
process, to make sure it has all the information necessary for running it
in PySCeS as an FBA model.
4. Click Go!
A couple of screens will flash by. After the import has completed, you will
be on the editing/running page. If you imported a non-FAME model, you may
notice that some reactions have defaulted to the maximum rate values you provided in step 2 (see above). If there was rate information in metadata, however,
there’s a good chance this was used, and that FAME didn’t have to do any
guessing.
Note: some models have metadata that is recognized by FAME to make
the import process even more seamless. For example, models from the BiGG
database have constraint information in their metadata, which is recognized and
imported by FAME.
Depending on how your model was created, FAME may suggest quick fixes
to help your model run more smoothly. For instance, if the model you’re trying
to import has constraints with greater or less, FAME will offer to change
these to greaterEqual and lessEqual, respectively, since greater and less
are often used unintentionally, and problems caused by this may be hard to
track down. Rest assured, however, that FAME will never “fix” your model
without your consent. You will always be given the option of leavinggreater
or less in, in case you’re using them intentionally!

2.3

Merging models

The merge facility can be used to merge an additional pathway into an existing
model. When merging, one model must be designated the ’master’ model, and
the other the ‘slave model’. This is to ensure that whenever a merging conflict
exists, e.g. when a reaction exists in both models but with different constraints,
the information in the master model will take precedence.
If reactions have the same reaction ID in both models (this is usually the case
for identical reactions if both models are generated by the same source, such as
FAME), they are assumed identical will be included only once. However, FAME
has no way of knowing whether reactions are identical if neither reaction IDs
nor species IDs follow the same convention — if this is the case, both versions
of the same reaction will be included.
Also note that if a reaction has been deleted from the master model, but
exists in the slave model, it will be in the result of the merge operation (existing
reactions overwrite deleted ones, as no record of deletions is kept).
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Figure 2.4: Merging models
Objectives from the slave model are ignored.
Merging a model consists of three steps:
1. Select the master and slave model on your hard drive.
2. Set the default reaction rates for new reactions.
3. Click ‘Merge’.
After the merge has been completed, you will find yourself on the editing/running page.

2.4

Retrieving a lost model

Accidents happen. And on web-based systems, that could spell disaster, since
the latest and greatest version of your model is on the server until you decide to
save it. There is good news though. If disaster strikes, you can get the model
back from our server, provided you know your model’s ID. This sounds easy
enough, but there’s a catch: to prevent models from being overwritten on our
server because they have the same ID, and to prevent people from snooping
around in other people’s models, a pseudorandom string is appended to the
original model ID. The model ID assigned to your model is displayed on every
page, but that won’t do you much good if your browser crashes.
If, in FAME, you have saved your model to disk at some point,
here are two ways to get the ID:
• Take the filename minus “.xml”. This won’t work if you’ve changed the
filename, though. In that case:
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• In the file, look for the line that reads <model id="MODEL-ID" name="MODEL-ID">.
Take whatever is in the place of MODEL-ID, and enter that into FAME’s
model retrieval module.
Once you’ve got the ID, the rest is easy. On the front page, click “Lost your
model?” and enter the model ID. Good luck!
Note: the “Lost your model” feature may get you your model back, but
should never replace the good practice of saving versions of your model which
you like. That is, it should not be used as a proxy for a ‘convenient’ “Save to
server” option. Although “Lost your model” may help you out of a pinch, it
comes with no guarantees as to its proper functioning!
Note: at risk of stating something obvious, closing and then reopening your
FAME browser window or tab will cause FAME to forget which model it was
working on.2 You can use the model ID described above to retrieve your model
when this happens, too!

2.5

Visualization only

It is possible to use FAME as a visualization tool only. To do so, use the “ONLY
VISUALIZE” button on the front page. You’ll need two kinds of information:
• Your data, in the form
ID, value
ID, value
ID, value
...
Paste this into the first input box. Instead of a comma-separated list,
like above, FAME will also accept tab-separated lists (such as its own raw
output files!). Any fields beyond the first two (i.e. reaction ID and value)
are ignored. If the IDs in the list are not KEGG IDs, FAME will try to
convert them to KEGG-IDs.
• A list of pathways for which you’d like to have images drawn. Select those
pathways in the pathway selection box.
After clicking go, your data will be visualized on the pathways you selected.
Note, however, that most of the features you would have when visualizing the
results of a model run done in FAME will be unavailable now.

2 because

the model ID is kept in POST data

Chapter 3

Editing a model
Editing a model and running it is essentially done from the same place in FAME.

Figure 3.1: Running and editing is done from the same page in FAME. Run
options are on the left, general controls are on the right; clicking the “Edit
model” button displays the editing options (see 3.2)
All modifications to a model are processed at the same time, i.e. after you
click the ‘Apply’ button. Until then, no changes are made. Therefore, this
chapter will describe how to select which changes you want FAME to apply to
your model; it is implied that after you are done selecting you will know that
you’ll have to click ‘Apply’ to apply the changes.
Unless otherwise indicated, you can select more than one reaction/boundary/objective/etc. at the same time by using Ctrl+click or Shift+click when selecting. If you do so, the respective action will be performed on all items (reactions,
boundaries, etc.) that were selected.
This chapter describes all editing operations that are at your disposal from
the editing/running page.
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For your convenience1 , the editing options are divided into 6+1 categories:
Reactions is where reactions are deleted or promoted to objectives;
Boundaries allows for the setting and deleting of boundary species;
Constraints is where reaction constraints are set, but also where reactions are assigned
to compartments. This combination of functions prevents you from having
to go over the entire list of reactions twice;
Compartments is where new compartments can be created, and where exchange reactions
for species existing in > 1 compartment may be set;
Species shows general information about species, and houses the “Make this species”
option;
Batch commands is a text box where custom commands can be pasted (or typed) into, to
speed up repetitive actions in the modeling process.
Duplicate reactions is a module that tells you whether your model contains reactions that are
synonymous.2

Figure 3.2: The editing options are divided into 6+1 categories

Saving your model
Before we go on, let’s for a second direct our attention at the most important
button in FAME: the save button. Right-click this button, then click “save
1 and

to improve page load times
is not really a separate “category” of functionality, hence “6+1 categories”

2 This
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as” to save your model to disk as an XML file, either as a backup, or for use
in another program. Close to this button are the “save rxn list” button, which
lets you view or save the full reaction list of your model as a text file, and the
“save constraints” button, which does the same thing for the constraints in your
model. If you don’t save your model often enough and disaster strikes, you can
try the “Lost your model” option on the front page, but please don’t let it come
to that.

Figure 3.3: Right-click the save button to save your model to disk. From the
editing page, you can also export the reaction list, or review this manual.

3.1
3.1.1

Reactions
Deleting reactions

The “Reactions in model” box shows which reactions are currently in the model.
To delete a reaction from the model, select it in this box.

3.1.2

Objectives

FAME can add objectives to and remove objectives from your model. Objectives
currently in the model are displayed under ”Current Objectives”. In SBML, and
in FAME, a model can have more than one objective, but the solver uses only
one when solving the model.3 When adding more than one objective to a model
in FAME, this is almost always the last objective that is added. To delete an
objective, select it in this box.
New objectives may be added to the model using the ”Select to add objectives” box. This box displays all reactions currently in the model, except for
those that are already objectives. For every reaction, two options are available:
1. Add the objective to MAXimize this reaction.
2. Add the objective to MINimize this reaction.
Any objective(s) selected here will be added to the model. If both the
maximize and minimize options are selected for the same reaction, maximize
takes precedence, and minimize is not added.
3 The extra objectives can be used to quickly switch between objectives when in a PySCeS
command line session.
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The new reaction is added to the model when changes are applied using the
’Apply’ button.

3.1.3

Editing reactions using the reaction editor

In some cases, you may want to manually edit a reaction, e.g. by adding or
removing reactants or changing the stoichiometric coefficients in a biomass reaction. FAME offers a built-in reaction editor that does just this. To access
it, under “Reactions”, select a reaction in the “Edit a reaction” box, and click
the edit icon (a pencil). The reaction editor will replace the FAME main screen,
and you can now change:
• The reaction constraints.4
• The species participating in the reaction.
– To remove a species that’s currently in the reaction, set its stoichiometric coefficient to zero.
– To add a species to the reaction, enter a stoichiometric coefficient
and the species ID. As soon as you start typing a species ID, FAME
will display suggestions that match your input. Click any suggestion
to automatically have it entered in the species ID box. 5
• The reversibility of the reaction (whether it’s described as reversible or
irreversible in the SBML).
After making changes, click the “Apply” button to return to the FAME main
screen; to discard your changes and go back to the main screen, use the “Back”
button.

3.2

Boundaries

Boundary reactions are reactions that exchange a species with the outside world.
They are the model’s way of importing or exporting (or: consuming or producing) molecules, and are therefore a very important thing to get right.
In the SBML, what we call a boundary is characterized by the following
things.
1. A clone of the species involved, suffix by out (e.g. C00001 is cloned into
both C00001 and C00001 out). The original species is used by the model
proper, the clone is only used for the exchange reaction with the outside
world.
4 We realize that the “Boundaries” section also does this, but it just felt logical to include
it here as well.
5 Note that it is possible to enter species IDs that are not in your model, should you want
to do this for some reason. Irresponsible use of this feature may break your model!
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2. The attribute boundarySpecies="true" is set for the clone to tell the
model it can be freely exchanged with the outside world.
3. A reaction exchanging a clone of the boundary species for the original
species, to tell the model what it corresponds to (the “exchange reaction”).
4. Constraints on this reaction, to tell the model how much of this species
can be imported or exported. These constraints allow you to specify e.g.
how much glucose a system is allowed to consume.
In the images generated by the visualization module (see Chapter 4), species
circles representing boundary species are underlined, to make them easier to
spot.
Note: If you import a model that has boundary reactions defined in a
different way, e.g. by reactions that make metabolites out of thin air, the model
will run in FAME, but boundaries may not show up in the “Current boundaries”
box. New boundaries will be created in FAME’s favorite way, but you may
manipulate the “different” (i.e. those not created in FAME) boundaries as
though they were regular reactions, with no adverse effects on functionality.

3.2.1

Deleting boundaries

Current boundaries are displayed in the ‘Current boundaries’ box. To delete a
boundary, select it in this box.

3.2.2

Creating boundaries

In FAME, any species can be made into a boundary species. To make choosing
boundaries easier, species are sorted into those that occur in more than one
reaction, and those that occur in only one reaction. The latter are called orphan
species.
Reactions involving one or more orphan species can never have nonzero rates,
because that would constitute an imbalance in the system (i.e. a molecule that
is produced but not consumed, or vice versa). This is why FAME flags orphan
species here: the boundary reaction can then take the place of the missing
production or consumption reaction. Note that the path leading up to (or away
from) the orphan species must also work (e.g. it must not have other orphan
species in it) in order for this to work.
To create a boundary, select the appropriate species from the ’Orphan species’
and/or ’Non-orphan species’ boxes. For each species, three options are displayed:
1. IN: the species may only be consumed.
2. OUT: the species may only be produced.
3. I/O: the species may be both consumed and produced.
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Your selection of any of these options will be reflected in the initial constraints settings of the rate of the exchange reaction.
Note: Boundary reactions are reactions like any other, and they may become objectives if you so choose. You can also change their constraints like you
would another reaction’s, even if this would mean that an IN constraint becomes
an OUT constraint, etc. The IN/OUT/IO options are just there to make the
initial job of creating them faster (you don’t have to look at their constraints
right away), but they are also designed to stay out of your way if you choose to
override them.

3.3

Constraints

In the FBA extension to SBML, every reaction’s rate is generally subject to
two constraints: an upper bound and a lower bound. Under ‘Constraints’,
unsurprisingly, you can set these constraints for every reaction in the model.
Reactions are sorted by ID6 , and the reaction details are provided right next to
each ID.
You can constrain the reaction rates by changing/setting the two values next
to the reaction details.
• To make a reaction “unconstrained”, set the lower bound to a large negative, and the upper bound to a large positive number.
• A reaction rate of 0 means the reaction does not take place, > 0 means
the reaction is performed in the “forward” direction (left to right, in the
reaction details), < 0 means the reaction is performed in the “reverse” or
“backward” direction (right-to-left).
• For constraints on boundary reactions (these are recognizable by the suffix
“ transport” in their IDs, if they were added using FAME), < 0 means
consumption and > 0 means production.

3.4

Compartments

Every reaction takes place in a compartment. This may be the same compartment for all reactions, so there is always at least one compartment in the model.
Compartments may be fully enclosed in other compartments, the way mitochondria are by the cytosol. Although this can be properly represented in the SBML
by FAME, it has no effect on model results and only serves as a conceptual aid.
A list of compartments currently in the model is displayed in the ‘Compartments’ box.
6 They’re sorted ASCIIbetically, which is the same as alphabetically except upper case
preceeds lower case. Also, note that exchange reactions (reaction IDs starting in R EX or
ending in boundaryTransport) are printed at the top of the list.
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For practical and safety reasons, compartments cannot be deleted; instead,
to delete a reaction, reassign all reactions in the compartment to another compartment (see below).
When a model is created using FAME, by default, two compartments are
generated: default and uVol. uVol is enclosed in default, and all reactions take
place in uVol. This somewhat unorthodox naming is an artifact caused by
the source data used to build models out of KEGG pathways. For practical
purposes, uVol can be considered the cytosol, and default as the extracellular
medium.
In the online version of FAME, due to memory restrictions, the compartments module is not available for models with 1000 or more reactions.

3.4.1

Adding a compartment

To create a compartment, under ‘Add a compartment’, choose a compartment
ID in the left-hand box, and type the ID of the compartment it is in (if any) in
the right-hand box. The new compartment is added when changes are applied
after clicking ‘Apply’.

3.4.2

Exchange reactions

Any reaction that converts a species in one compartment to the same species in
another is an exchange reaction. Exchanges between the cytosol and the outside
world are considered “special” by FAME. They are called boundaries and are
grayed out in the list of possible exchange reactions for that reason.
If your model has more than one compartment to which reactions are assigned (see below), then it also has more than one compartment to which species
are assigned. Any of these species that exists in more than one compartment
could potentially be exchanged between compartments, and therefore, under
‘Add exchange reactions’, all pairs of such species are listed.
For every box that is ticked here, an exchange reaction for the respective
species is added; for every box that is unticked, the reaction is removed.
Note: It is not possible to change the compartment of an exchange reaction
under ’Change compartments’, because it has roots in more than one compartment — it wouldn’t make sense to say an exchange reaction takes place in only
one compartment.

3.4.3

Assigning a reaction to a compartment

Assigning reactions to compartments is done in the same place where constraints
of reactions are set. For each reaction that is not an exchange reaction (a
boundary reaction is a special kind of exchange reaction), a dropdown menu is
displayed from which a compartment can be chosen.
When changes are applied and a reaction changes compartments, all species
in the reaction are cloned and their IDs are suffixed by the compartment ID,
if such species didn’t already exist (e.g. C00001 becomes C00001 mito, if the
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compartment ID was mito, unless C00001 mito already existed — in that case
nothing changes to it). In the reaction the newly cloned species are now used
instead of the old ones.
Since the species in this reaction have now become different species from
those in the “old” compartment (their IDs are different), they are no longer in
the same pool. To get them into and out of the new compartment, exchange
reactions are used.
Note: when importing models, or when working with models, species without a suffix are considered to be in the cytosol, which is the default compartment
as far as FAME is concerned. However, as mentioned before, this has no effect
on model outcome and serves only conceptual purposes.

3.5

Species

The species section contains a list of all species that are not found in a reaction,
if any such species exist in the model. As these species do not harm the model
or its execution, they are not deleted from it. Furthermore, the ‘Species’ section
contains the ‘Make This Species’ option, and allows you to find all reactions a
certain species occurs in.

3.5.1

Make This Species

To check whether the model can produce a species, you can use the “Make This
Species” option. Selecting a species here will do the following things:
1. Make the species a boundary species, if it wasn’t a boundary already.
2. Set the constraints for its boundary reaction so that it can be exported.
3. Delete all objectives.
4. Create a new objective, to MAXimize the new boundary reaction.
Running the model after these changes have been applied will now give
an indication of whether the model is capable of producing the species under
examination. Note however, that an objective rate of 0 (“incapable of producing
species”) is not necessarily an absolute “no”: e.g., if the species you selected is
in a pathway in which ATP (phosphate) is invested first, and retrieved later,
such as glycolysis, trying to produce an intermediate of the pathway will not be
possible, since this would amount to phosphate disappearing from the system.
To circumvent this, you can either make boundary species out of moieties you
suspect are invested and returned at some point, or try the make all button (see
under 4.5).
To undo the changes made under (1), (2), and (4), check the ‘Check this to
clear old “make this species” additions’ box (it’s right underneath the make this
species box) and apply the change by clicking ‘Apply’.
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Find reactions for species

To display all reactions in which a species participates, select one or more species
under ‘Find reactions for species’. Upon clicking ‘Apply’, an overview of reactions featuring the selected species will be displayed, along with the constraints
set for the respective reactions.

3.6

Advanced use: batch commands

If you know which actions you need to take in order to get a model to work,
having to manually click everything can be tedious. For this reason, FAME is
equipped with a batch command input box.
In this box, instructions can be typed or (more sensibly) pasted. The following commands are currently supported:
DELREACTION [reactionId]
SETCONSTRAINTS [reactionId] [lower] [upper]
SETOBJECTIVE [reactionId] [maximize|minimize]
DELOBJECTIVE [reactionId]
ADDBOUNDARY [speciesId] [I|O|IO]
DELBOUNDARY [speciesId]
ADDCOMPARTMENT [compartmentId] [outsideId]
ADDREACTION [newReactionId] [A 2 B <=>/==> 1 C 3 D]
ADDSPECIES [speciesId] [compartmentId] [isBoundary (1/0)]
RUNFBA [runName]
KNOCKDOWN [gene1],[gene2],...
BATCHRUN
LASTRESULT
LASTOBJECTIVE
These commands should be largely self-explanatory, except for these details:
1. When using SETCONSTRAINTS, set [lower] or [upper] to NC to Not
Change the old value, but keep in mind something must be set for both
[lower] and [upper].
2. SETCONSTRAINTS can also interpret relative values if they are preceded
by *=. For example, to double a bound, whatever its value, set [lower] or
[upper] to *=2 rather than an absolute value or NC. Fractional values may
also be used, e.g. *=1.51.
3. [minimize|maximize]means either minimize or maximize, etc.
4. Use spaces to separate commands and parameters. Don’t use tabs, commas, etc.
5. The syntax for ADDREACTION is subject to the following rules:
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• Do not use plus signs to separate metabolites, but separate them using spaces or stoichiometries (as above). Because species IDs always
start in a letter, stoichiometries and metabolites cannot get mixed
up.
• A stoichiometry of 1 is assumed when no information is present, but
an explicit value of 1 is also acceptable.
• <=> makes the reaction reversible (with the boundaries set to the
default value); ==> sets the boundaries to make it an irreversible
reaction.
• Example: A 2 B ==> 1 C 3 D will be interpreted as A + 2 B ==>
C + 3 D.
• You will have to manually set the compartment the reaction occurs
in.
• Use of this feature is at your own risk! Be very careful to correctly
spell the species IDs (they are case sensitive) as FAME has no way
of knowing what you mean.7
• Note that if your new reaction has a species ID that does not exist
in the model, it will not be automatically added to the model! If this
results in a reaction that includes undefined species, running your
model may result in an error. ADDSPECIES can be used to make
this error go away, but should be used with care for obvious reasons.
6. ADDSPECIES uses default values of [empty string] and 0 for compartmentId and isBoundary, respectively, if no values are entered. It should
mainly be regarded as a debugging feature, since new species will rarely
have to be introduced to existing models.
7. RUNFBA will run an FBA on the model with the default selection for
pathway images (i.e. the included pathways if the model is a FAME model,
and no pathways if a non-FAME model is used). Regardless of where in
the command batch RUNFBA is placed, it will always be executed last.
Specifying a run name is optional and is only relevant in batch run mode.
8. KNOCKDOWN allows you to knock down any combination of genes in
your model and see what the effect on the flux distribution is, exactly
like using the Gene Association Workbench (section 4.6.2) would. Use
commas to separate gene IDs, and do not use spaces other than to separate
“KNOCKDOWN” and the gene list. If more than one KNOCKDOWN
command is in the batch command box, only the first of them is executed.
9. BATCHRUN primes FAME for processing multiple RUNFBA commands
in a single batch command sequence. For example, if you’d like to automatically perform 2 consecutive runs, just using RUNFBA twice won’t
7 In addition, in most situations, it is wise to think twice before adding a reaction if no
biological precedent exists.
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do, because that would just ask FAME to run the model once (!) after
all other commands are processed. Instead, use BATCHRUN as the first
command, and then enter all other commands in the order you want them
executed in. Note that this differs from the RUNFBA use described above:
now it does matter where RUNFBA is in your command sequence.
When using BATCHRUN, the only result that is returned for each RUNFBA
call is the objective function’s flux value (you can tell your different runs
apart if you’ve given them runNames!).
In the example (see box), the constraints for reaction R00658 are first set
to (-1000000, 1000000), then an FBA (called “before” is performed, then
the constraints are set to something else and another FBA (called “after”)
is done.
BATCHRUN
SETCONSTRAINTS R00658 -1000000 1000000
RUNFBA before
SETCONSTRAINTS R00658 -10000 10000
RUNFBA after
While in BATCHRUN mode, after each RUNFBA command, LASTRESULT represents the value of the latest RUNFBA result, and LASTOBJECTIVE represents the objective’s reaction ID. You can use these variables to replace the upper or lower bounds in SETCONSTRAINTS commands, or to delete an old objective and add a new one, without having
to know beforehand what the model’s outcome or objective is. The box
below contains an example of the use of LASTRESULT and LASTOBJECTIVE. In the example, we’re replacing the old objective with a new
one, but we’re fixing the value of the old objective flux to the optimum
we’ve just calculated in the RUNFBA command8 .
BATCHRUN
SETCONSTRAINTS R00658 -10000 10000
RUNFBA afterLastExample
DELOBJECTIVE LASTOBJECTIVE
SETCONSTRAINTS LASTOBJECTIVE LASTRESULT LASTRESULT
ADDOBJECTIVE R00001 maximize
RUNFBA afterDemonstratingVariables
8 Note that this example has some similarity with doing an FVA on the new objective
reaction. Many uses of the LASTRESULT and LASTOBJECTIVE variables have this property; the real gain over just running an FVA is that this process can be automated in the
BATCHRUN environment.
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Finding synonymous/duplicate reactions

Duplicate (or: synonymous) reactions are a common cause of modeling errors
and frustrations. Even published genome-scale models sometimes contain synonymous reactions, and it is very difficult to spot them by “just looking at
the model”. Because the existence of duplicate reactions can lead to misleading
“optimal” solutions (for instance, having two identical reactions essentially doubles the constraints, as the flux can now be divided over two reactions instead
of one), FAME can scan your model for reactions that are synonymous in the
sense that they have the same combinations of reactants on both sides of the
reaction. It will ignore the order of the reactants in the XML, the reaction’s
constraints, and which side is left and which side is right – in other words, it
works on a semantic level, not a syntactic level.
Once clicked, the “Find duplicate rxns” button will launch a module that
displays the reaction IDs of reactions that essentially do the same thing. Clicking
a reaction ID will send you to the reaction editor so you can inspect or correct
the reaction; alternatively, you can click the back button to be returned to the
FAME main page where you can delete one of the reactions – or not, if nothing
is amiss.

Chapter 4

Model analysis
One of the key features of FAME is its ability to run models and visualize the
results, all from the same place. This chapter describes the options you have to
run, analyze and visualize your model.
Currently, FAME has three run modes, all of which are launched from the
same form and then followed by a visualization screen (unless you indicate that
the latter shouldn’t happen):
1. Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)
2. FBA with absolute flux minimization
3. FBA with minimization of the number of nonzero fluxes
4. Flux variability analysis (FVA)
5. Make all
Note: Running a model will NOT apply any changes made before clicking
the run button. You have to click ‘Apply’ first, and then run the model. Also
note that models without objectives cannot be run — trying to run a model
without an objective will result in an error message and the instruction to go
back and try again.
To run an analysis, simply select the one you want to run, and click ‘Run!’.
The amount of visualization information that is displayed (i.e., for which pathways a map is drawn) can be controlled using the pathway selection box just
above the ‘Run!’ button.

4.1

Flux Balance Analysis and the visualization
module

Flux Balance Analysis is the bread and butter of analyses on stoichiometric
models. Running one is a one-click operation in FAME (provided your model
23
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Figure 4.1: FAME’s analysis options at the time of writing
has an objective) — just click ‘Run!’ and you’re on your way. Optionally, check
the boxes for RHS sensitivities and/or shadow prices to have FAME do the
metabolite analyses in one fell swoop – refer to section 4.1.3 for more information
about these analyses.
If you imported a non-FAME model, it is necessary to select which pathways
you want to display, if any. For FAME models, the system will “remember”
which pathways were in it. If a model consists of many pathways, it may be
faster to deselect pathways that you know will not yield interesting results, so
that no images have to be generated for these.
If no pathways are selected, no visualization takes place.
After ‘Run!’ is clicked, the model is sent to PySCeS for simulation. On the
next page, your results are displayed. The results consist of, in vertical order:
1. The model name and the value of the objective function
2. One of the following:
• A warning that your solution is optimal, but may not be unique; or,
• A warning that your model is infeasible (usually this happens when
the constraints you’ve set on the model are too restrictive).
3. If you indicated you wanted RHS sensitivities and/or dual costs, download
buttons for those results.
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4. KEGG-like pathway images for all selected pathways
5. A list of reactions with nonzero rate values. This list also includes reduced
costs for these reactions.
If the model you are running is over-determined, in that the constraints set
on it are too restrictive for it to lead to a solution, the solution status for your
run will be “infeasible” instead of “optimal”, and you will be issued a special
warning under (2). If your solution is optimal, of course this does not necessarily
mean it is the ‘best’ or only solution, and you are encouraged to investigate the
properties of your model further, using FVA or otherwise.
Under (5), reactions whose rates are on or near1 their upper or lower constraints have their rates colored in red for lower bounds, and green for upper
bounds. This will facilitate the search for flux bottlenecks and/or futile cycles.

4.1.1

The visualization module

In the images generated under (4) in the previous section, clicking the circles
representing species will replace the image by a page with info on that species
(producing and consuming reactions in your run results, and a KEGG information page on the species if the species ID is a valid KEGG species ID). Similar
actions occur when clicking boxes with EC numbers, the lines representing reactions, or the top box indicating which pathway is drawn in the figure. You can
use the backspace key or your browser’s “Back” button to navigate back to the
image after viewing these pages. Some of FAME’s pages come with a “Back”
button of their own, which essentially does the same as your browser’s “Back”
button.
Species circles corresponding to boundary species are underlined in the images.
In the figures, reactions are represented as follows:
Gray line, dotted Reaction is not in the model, but may be in other (biological) species
Blue line, dashed Reaction has a rate of 0
Green line Reaction has a rate of > 0 (left to right)
Red line Reaction has a rate of < 0 (right to left)
Thick lines represent greater (absolute) values than thin lines. Line thickness is calculated on the basis of a log scale.
1 “Near” is defined as being within 1% of a bound’s value, e.g. > 0.99 · upper bound or <
0.99 · lower bound.
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Figure 4.2: Typical KEGG-like pathway visualization output (this instance:
glycolysis)
How FAME visualizes results
In order to know which reaction to draw where, FAME relies on the SBML
file to contain some information that matches the information in KEGG. Models generated by FAME have KEGG-compatible reaction IDs (e.g. R00285 or
rxn00285) and can be readily visualized. Models in the BiGG database have
Enzyme Class (EC) numbers in their metadata and will also be visualized, albeit somewhat less accurate because an enzyme (class) may catalyze more than
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one reaction.
Means of identifying reactions that are currently recognized by the visualization module are:
1. KEGG reaction IDs (e.g. R00285 or rxn00285) as model reaction IDs
2. EC numbers in metadata, conform
<html:p>EC Number:

1.1.1.10</html:p>

or
<p>EC Number:

1.1.1.10</p>

or
<p>PROTEIN CLASS: 1.1.1.10</p>
Models from the BiGG database have such notes by default.
Finally, the results page also features a “save results” button,
which links to a tab separated text file with reaction IDs, flux values, reduced
costs, and lower and upper bounds. The back button displayed next to the save
results button has the same functionality as the browser’s back button.

Figure 4.3: Results pages have a “save results” button
More information about how FAME generates SVG images can be found
in Section 6.1, which is an appendix that describes how the KEGG Mark-up
Language KGML translates into SVG.

Selecting KEGG’s “full map of metabolism” for visualization
In the box just above the run button, you can indicate any combination of
pathways on which your run results should be visualized. The option “full map”
will draw KEGG map 01100, a unified map of hundreds of metabolic reactions.
This map essentially works as described above, except for the following details:
• Because the image is so large, it will not automatically be shown on the
run results page. You can click the ‘thumbnail’2 to open the image in a
new window, or you can right-click and choose “Save as” to save the image
to disk.
2 The thumbnail image is only for “recognizing what to click” – it itself is not a representation your run results, but of course the image it links to is.
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• In the image, no species names are shown. This is similar to the map’s
behavior in KEGG. You can hover over species (filled circles) to see the
species ID and name, and if your model is KEGG-based, you can click the
species to get a summary of fluxes producing and consuming that species
(just like in the regular pathway maps described above).
• Reactions that are not in your model (that is, they were not detected by
the drawing algorithm) are shown as thin black lines. Reactions that have
a value (flux or variability) of zero are drawn in gray. Reactions with
non-zero fluxes are represented by thick blue lines, darker shades of blue
representing higher (absolute) fluxes.
• Clicking the name of a pathway in the full map image (e.g. “TCA cycle”
or “glycolysis”) will display that particular pathway map of your run results (even if you did not select this pathway for visualization when you
launched the analysis!).

4.1.2

Using your own SVG files for visualization

In addition to using the imagery FAME generates from KGML files, you can
also upload an SVG file of your own to have FAME superimpose your run results
on it. To upload a custom SVG file, browse your computer for the desired file
and use the SVG file upload box on the FAME main page to upload it (Figure
4.4).

Figure 4.4: The SVG file upload box
Once a file is uploaded, upon running your model, any run results will be
superimposed on your custom image (using the style attribute), as well as on
any selected KEGG pathway maps. You can delete or replace the SVG file you
uploaded at any time (Figure 4.5). FAME will only hold one custom SVG file
per model at a time.

Figure 4.5: You can replace or delete your uploaded SVG file at any time
In order for FAME to recognize which element in your image corresponds
to which reaction in your run results, it is very important to make sure the
elements in your figure file have id attributes that match the respective reaction
IDs in your model. Since the id attribute usually doesn’t carry much meaning in
SVG files (if it is even used at all), this should not be problematic to accomplish.
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Metabolite analyses

When running a Flux Balance Analysis, you can opt to have the FAME ask
the solver to report additional results that pertain to metabolites instead of
reactions. These are:
• Shadow prices, which are also known as “dual costs”. The shadow price
of a metabolite is an indication of the extent to which increased/decreased
availability of it would affect the objective value.
• Right Hand Side (RHS) sensitivities. These are a mathematical
byproduct of the model solution, and at the time of writing, their biological
relevance is unknown. They are provided by FAME for completeness, in
case a biological relevance for them becomes apparent in the future. 3
Simply tick one or both of the metabolite analysis checkboxes (Figure 4.1)
to have FAME calculate it/them along with the FBA run. For each ticked box,
a table of results will be displayed below the “regular” results, and an additional
“save” button will be displayed that allows you to save the results to disk.

4.1.4

Visualization options: line thickness and arrowheads

When running an FBA or an FBA with absolute flux minimization, you can tell
FAME how you want flux directions and magnitudes visualized by checking the
desired boxes under “Visualization options”.
If Line thickness is checked, lines that symbolize non-zero fluxes vary
between 1 and 15 pixels in width, based on their flux values. If it is unchecked,
all lines are 3 pixels wide.
If Draw arrowheads is checked, all non-zero flux lines get arrowheads that
signify in which direction flux goes. This functionality is currently in beta, which
means that we’re pretty sure it works properly, but bugs may occur. Nevertheless, we expect this to be a useful addition to FAME’s visualization gamma.
Any model that visualizes well on FAME’s KEGG-like maps should work with
the arrowheads function. The full map of metabolism does not support arrowheads.4

4.2

Minimization of absolute fluxes

The results of an FBA indicate an optimal value of the objective function and a
possible flux distribution, but may contain metabolite loops and other mathematically correct but biologically meaningless features, such as overconsumption
3 In the CPLEX manual, the following snippet describes RHS sensitivities: “... and a range
over which its right-hand side coefficient can vary without changing the optimal basis. Righthand side sensitivity information is useful for determining how sensitive the optimal solution
and resource values are to the availability of those resources.”
4 Neither does FVA: it would make no sense to display directionality on lines that symbolize
flux variability.
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of resources. As a solution to this, FAME can minimize the sum of absolute
fluxes in your entire model, or in a part of your model, while maintaining the
optimal objective flux a regular FBA would result in. This operation is a little bit more computationally intensive than a regular FBA5 , but much faster
(and often more meaningful) than an FVA (see the section on Flux Variability
Analysis below).
To minimize the sum of absolute fluxes for your model, select this analysis
from the ‘Run’ screen. Results are presented similar to those of an FBA run.
To only minimize the absolute flux of a subset of reactions (e.g. exchange
reactions), enter the desired reaction IDs in the text box, one reaction ID per
line.

4.3

Minimization of the number of nonzero fluxes

Rather than minimizing the (absolute) sum of all flux values, it may be biologically more realistic to minimize the number of reactions that carry a flux
instead. The rationale behind this is that reactions require proteins, which the
cell must first build. By minimizing the number of reactions that carry a flux,
we assure that the cell we’re modeling does not need to construct potentially
unnecessary proteins. As several potential solutions must be evaluated, this operation takes quite a bit longer than a regular FBA (or an FBA with absolute
flux minimization), but it is still faster than running a full FVA.
To minimize the number of nonzero fluxes for your model, select this analysis
from the ‘Run’ screen. Results are presented similar to those of an FBA run.
To only minimize the absolute flux of a subset of reactions (e.g. exchange
reactions), enter the desired reaction IDs in the text box, one reaction ID per
line.

4.4

Flux Variability Analysis (FVA)

In FVA, the model is run using the current objective, and the outcome of the
objective reaction rate is set as a constraint on the model. Then, each reaction
is in turn set as a MIN and MAX objective to determine its minimum and
maximum rate, given the rate of the original objective (and any other constraints
that apply).
When done, if no pathways were selected when the run command was given,
the next page will display the upper and lower tolerance of each reaction in the
model, along with some other information from the solver.
If pathways were selected, then only the reactions that FAME knows how
to map to these pathways are included in the analysis, and a pathway image is
drawn on which the difference between each reaction’s maximum and minimum
5 Note that because this operation tends to make fluxes in your model smaller and this may
include the overall largest flux, the thicknesses of the lines on visualization plots may change
even for fluxes that are not themselves affected by the flux minimization.
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values is visualized. Zero or almost-zero6 values are drawn as blue dashed
lines; nonzero values are purple lines. Differences in line thickness will help
you to quickly distinguish between reactions’ flux variabilities. Species circles
corresponding to boundary species are underlined in the images.
If reaction IDs were given in the corresponding box, only these reactions and
reactions in selected pathways will be included in the FVA. Enter one reaction
ID per line.
For very large models, running the FVA on a subset of pathways or reactions
is a good way to overcome timeout issues on some servers.
You can also visualize the FVA results on a the “full map of metabolism”
(KEGG map 01100). This does not count as a pathway selection for determining
which reactions to run the FVA for (so it’s safe to select the full map in addition
to whatever else you selected, it won’t change your run). In the “full map”
image, in contrast to the images above, reactions are colored gray for zerovariability, and blue for non-zero variabilities, darker shades of blue representing
higher variabilities. Additional pathway maps accessed from this image will
follow the FBA coloring scheme (red/green) rather than the FVA one.

4.5

Make all

To get an overview of which species are readily exportable by the system you’ve
modeled, you can use the ‘make all’ option. When you select ‘make all’, a species
selection box will appear. Use this to enter the subset of species (one per line)
that you want tested — actually testing all species of a medium-sized or large
model will take so much time FAME will probably time out.
‘Make all’ does the following:
1. Generate a copy of the model, and delete all objectives from it (since it’s a
copy, your model will still have the original objective when you’re finished
with ‘Make all’).
2. For each species in the model that was indicated in the species box:
a) Make a boundary species of this species, if it isn’t one already.
b) Add the corresponding boundary reaction as a MAXimize objective.
c) Run the model. If the objective value is > 0, color this species in the
pathway map.
3. Draw all pathway maps that were selected before clicking the ‘make all’
button. In these maps, species that can be produced are displayed in red,
whereas the others are left unchanged (i.e. black-bordered white circles).
6 The solver will sometimes return non-zero values that are so close to zero that it’s more
likely that they’re floating point artifacts than “actual” fluxes. Therefore, such values are
interpreted as zeroes.
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In the images, reactions are not colored, since their flux values differ depending on the species being produced.
Note: the visualization part of this feature will only work if KEGG-compatible
species IDs are used in the model. Also, this feature involves running the model
many times, and thus may consume a significant amount of time, or even time
out.

4.6

Viewing species details

From any visualization screen, clicking a circle representing a species will produce a screen displaying details about this species. This screen gives an overview
of the reactions that either produce (left-hand side) or consume (right-hand side)
the species under examination and that have non-zero rates. In this overview,
clicking a species will produce the species details screen for that species. If
KEGG reaction IDs were used, clicking a reaction ID will send you to the
KEGG information page on this reaction. If KEGG species IDs were used,
KEGG species information (chemical formula, alternative names, etc.) is automatically displayed below the overview.
Note: Production and consumption should add up to the same number, but
since the stoichiometries of reactions for the species under examination may differ, the absolute reaction rates may not be meaningful. If non-one stoichiometries occur for the species you’ve selected, the actual production or consumption
of the species will be shown in parentheses, in addition to the absolute reaction
rate.
Note: Launching this feature from a results figure will only work if KEGGcompatible species IDs are used in the model. If such IDs are not used, the
species details screen may still be displayed by clicking a species name that is
displayed in a list below the model results figures.

4.7

Running the model more than once

Using the BATCHRUN and RUNFBA batch commands, you can tell FAME
to run the model multiple times, and e.g. change conditions in between runs.
Refer to section 3.6 for more details on batch commands.

4.8

Gene association analyses

FAME has support for gene association (meta-)information in SBML models.
Such information could be used to examine what would happen if a certain
gene or combination of genes were knocked out, as this can be translated to
constraints on reaction rates.
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Gene association syntax required by FAME

For FAME to be able to use gene association information in a model, the reaction
tag that the information pertains to must contain one of the following options:
1. <p>GENE ASSOCIATION: (gene information)</p>
or
2. <html:p>GENE ASSOCIATION: (gene information)</html:p>
or
3. <span>GENE ASSOCIATION</span>
<span>(gene information)</span>
These tags will usually be located inside the notes section of the reaction,
but FAME will be just as happy if they are elsewhere, so long as they are in a
reaction tag.
Above, in the place of (gene information), your model should specify
which gene or combination of genes performs the reaction. (gene information)
should be a string containing a combination of alphanumeric gene identifiers,
and, or, and parentheses. Examples, from the H. pylori model, are:
• GENE ASSOCIATION: (HP0683)
• GENE ASSOCIATION: (HP0069) and (HP0068) and (HP0067) and (HP0073)
and (HP0070) and (HP0072)
• GENE ASSOCIATION: (HP0004) or (HP1186)
Models from the BiGG database have gene association information included
by default.

4.8.2

Viewing gene associations: the Gene Association
Workbench

If your model contains gene associations FAME can use, the FAME main page
will display a “gene associations” button (Figure 4.6). Clicking it will send you
to the Gene Association Workbench (GAW, Figure 4.7), which will list all genes
currently specified in the model, and the reactions they are associated with.
As seen above, some reactions have more than one gene associated with
them, for instance if the reaction is performed by a complex (in which case the
genes involved will have an and relation), or if the reaction is performed by
two different enzymes (in which case the genes will have an or relation), or a
combination (e.g. two distinct complexes with similar functionality). Reactions
that are associated with more than one gene are marked by an asterisk (*), to
help you track them down.
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Figure 4.6: Accessing the Gene Association Workbench
The GAW will try to run your model first, to see which reactions have a
flux of zero under optimal conditions7 – simulating knockout mutants in which
just these reactions are affected would not make sense. Reactions with a flux of
zero are printed in red; if all reactions associated with a gene are printed in red,
the “Go!” option (which simulates the single-knockout mutant, see below) is
unavailable. Clicking a reaction ID will launch the reaction editor, which allows
you to inspect (or alter) the reaction.
For completeness, reactions that are not associated with any genes are
printed in a table at the very bottom of the page. They have no “Go!” option, but you can knock them down along with any other reactions or genes in
a multiple knockdown simulation.8

4.8.3

Analyzing gene knockouts

The GAW allows you to simulate both single-knockout mutants and multiple
knockouts.
• To simulate your model with a single gene knocked out, simply click
the “Go!” option for that gene. This will display a summary of the reactions that are associated with the gene and whether or not the knockout
will affect them, and simultaneously run the model and display the results
when the run finishes. FAME will display the objective value of the knockout mutant model, and buttons that allow you to save the model that was
run (which is your original model with constraints for the affected reactions set to zero) and to save the run results (fluxes of all reactions in the
model).
It is important to realize that:
7 The GAW will also display the optimal objective flux, so you can compare the objective
flux of mutants to it.
8 If you’d like to change a reaction’s constraints instead of knocking it down, you can still
access the reaction editor by clicking the reaction ID.
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Figure 4.7: The Gene Association Workbench lists all genes defined in your
model’s metadata, and allows you to knock down genes or combinations of
genes.
– the results will remain on screen if you run other single knockout
analyses, and that the subsequent analyses start out with the original
model again. That is, the second (or subsequent) analysis will be a
single knockout mutant, too, and will not take the earlier knockout
into account.
– when the affected reactions are summarized, the list of genes affecting
those reactions is clickable: clicking any gene on the list will direct
the browser to that gene so you can inspect or knock out that gene.
– knockout mutant models are retained on the server for at least 24
hours. To save space, they are not kept as long as “original” models,
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so please save the mutant model to disk if you think you’ll need it
for something in the future.
– FAME simulates gene knockouts by setting the constraints for reactions associated with them to zero if their gene associations string
would evaluate to “false”. However, if you first knock down one gene,
then save the model, and then reimport it into FAME,9 the model file
will not only include its constraints, but also which gene(s) was/were
knocked out to get to its current state. FAME knows this because
the model SBML now has a comment (<!-- KD geneID -->), and it
will take this into account when running subsequent gene knockouts.
For instance, if you knock out gene 1, then save to disk and reimport, and then run a knockout of gene 2, any reactions with a gene
association like “gene 1 OR gene 2” will be knocked out, whereas
they wouldn’t if only the constraints but not the old knockout were
remembered.
– you can click the “Visualize” button to get a close-up human-friendly
look at the results of the knockdown run. FAME will visualize the
results on your previous selection of pathways (e.g. from an earlier
FBA run of the same model). If no such selection exists, it will only
display a table; remember that to make a pathway selection you can
just run an analysis from the FAME main page and return to the
GAW.
– the single knockout results can be hidden from view by clicking “Hide
this”. Use this only to get rid of results you won’t need anymore, as
the only way to get them back is to refresh the page and re-run the
analysis.
• To simulate the model with more than one gene knocked out, simply
tick the checkboxes for the reactions you would like to knock out and
click the “multi knockdown” button. The results FAME generates now
are similar to those described above for single knockout mutants, except
for the following details:
– Performing a multiple knockout simulation causes the page to refresh
and any single knockout results to disappear (you can get them back
by clicking “Go!” again).
– Results appear at the top of the page, and have no “Hide this” option.
Note that multiple knockouts can include genes that only have zeroflux reactions (and thus no “Go!” option): in contrast to single
knockouts, these genes may very well have an effect as part of a
multiple knockout.
9 You need to save to disk first if you want to work with the knockout model further,
because the knockout model file is deleted after one day, and because the original model is
left untouched when you knock out genes
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As with single knockouts, running another (knockout) simulation after the
multiple knockout will not take the ‘old’ multiple knockout into account.
Note that to make larger selections of genes you can use the “toggle all
selection checkboxes” link to invert your current checkbox selection.
Using the Gene Association Workbench will not affect your original model,
and if you would like to proceed analysis in FAME with a knockout mutant,
you are advised to save the model to disk and use “Run existing model” from
the FAME start page.10 Changes applied through the reaction editor will alter
the original model.

4.8.4

Running all single gene knockout mutants

In addition to running knockout mutants one at a time, FAME can also run all
of them for you. Simply click the “Run all single KDs” button in the GAW to
get started. This will send you to a page that will run one mutant every ten
seconds until all simulations are done.11 The resulting objective flux values from
all runs are immediately displayed in a table, and detailed machine-readable
per-run results can be accessed using the “raw results” links provided. Humanfriendly results can be accessed using the “visualize” links provided with each
(non-infeasible) run result; this works the same as in the GAW main screen
described above.
It’s good to keep the following things in mind when running all single gene
knockout mutants for your model:
• FAME will keep simulating as long as your browser window remains open.
If you close the window or navigate away from the page, FAME stops
running simulations, but it will pick up where it left off if you return to
the page.
• Simulation results are color-coded: green for optimal solutions, yellow for
skipped runs (nothing to knock down), and red for infeasible runs.
• Because FAME will pick up where it left off if you return to the “knockdown all” page, if you change your model and would like to recheck knockout mutants, you will want to get rid of the old results first, so really all
mutants are evaluated. Use the “Clear all results” button for this.

10 Technically, the “lost your model” option should also work, but since the knockout model
file is not likely to persist on the server for much more than 24 hours we highly recommend
you use the method described above instead.
11 This interval is implemented because our server at http://f-a-m-e.org/ is a service we provide to the entire community. As the user experience of casual users could be heavily impacted
by heavy use of “run all”-like features, we have rationed those to make sure everybody gets
the best possible FAME experience. If you install FAME locally, you can set this interval to
zero if you like.

Chapter 5

Installing FAME locally
To run FAME locally, you need the following things:
• The FAME PHP source files. Send an email to j.boele@vu.nl to obtain
these.
• The PySCeS CBM Mariner source files. These can be retrieved from
http://pysces.sourceforge.net/cbm
• A server that runs PHP and Python. Any machine can be(come) a server,
just install e.g. Apache on it.
To get it all to work, here are some pointers:
• Get WAMPserver (Windows Apache MySQL PHP server) or LAMPserver
(Linux ∼). You don’t actually need the MySQL but the *AMP packages
are so neat you might as well get those instead of the individual pieces.
• Make sure the php soap extension to PHP is enabled. It isn’t by default. You can set this when configuring and building PHP (use the
--enable-soap flag) or from the WAMP administration tool.
• Once the FAME PHP files are in the www directory, additionally make
sure the usermodels, ajaxstuff and uploads directories are writable by your
server/PHP process. This is where the user files will be uploaded or copied
to.
• This was all that’s needed to get FAME itself to work! Installing PySCeS
can be more tricky. Here are some tips:
• PySCeS comes with an installer, which should work fine, but does not
install all packages PySCeS depends on. You will be needing:
– A linear solver (!). This can be CPLEX from IBM (free for academic
use), or GLPK or LPSolve, which are free.
38
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– Numpy
– Cherrypy
– Lxml
– Pytz
– Sympy
– Soaplib
– LibSBML
Note that soaplib requires libxml2 ≥ 2.6.16 and libxslt, and libsbml and
lxml require libxml2. Ipython (and pyreadline to get it to run) are highly
recommended, but not strictly necessary. If you intend to use GLPK as
your linear solver, you’ll also need pyGLPK. For libSBML, you’ll need
to install the python bindings. To do this, in Linux, configure with
--with-python, then after makeing run setup.py from the src/bindings/python
directory.
• You should edit the MarinerConfig.py file that comes with PySCeS-CBMMariner to point it towards libSBMLthread.py and some other libSBML
wrappers that belong to Mariner.
• Before starting Mariner, you may have to clear the WSDL cache. In Linux,
you can do this by deleting wsdl-* from /tmp.
• Now try and run cbm server demo.py, or a similar file that launches a
PySCeS SOAP process. It may or may not throw errors at you now, but
most should be self-explanatory enough.
• Once the PySCeS SOAP server works, jot down the IP address and port
number it reports, and edit FAME’s library/common.php file so that it
knows where to find PySCeS, and try to run your first simulation! In this
PHP file, you can also tweak some other settings that change FAME’s
behavior.
• The FAME package comes with a small maintenance tool that’s written in
PHP and that allows you to track errors and to semi-automatically delete
old user files to save space on your server.

Chapter 6

Appendices
This final chapter contains additional technical information for those who are
really interested in the inner workings of FAME.

6.1

Files used for visualization

FAME uses files in the KEGG Mark-up Language (KGML) as source files when
generating SVG pathway maps for visualization. KGML provides almost full
information about the topology needed for pathway visualization. KGML is
not technically valid SVG yet, but it does provide all the information needed
to draw and annotate pathway maps, such as element shapes (rectangle,
roundrectangle, circle, etc.), position (x and y), and, where applicable, the
KEGG identifiers or EC-numbers associated with each of these elements. KGML
also specifies reaction elements with the associated reaction and species IDs,
which allows FAME to draw reactions and overlay run results on them.
No specific libraries are used to do this, as this process is implemented in
PHP specifically for FAME.
An example KGML snippet, and the corresponding SVG generated from it,
are shown in the Figure 6.1.

6.2

Formats for importing and exporting models

When importing models, FAME is designed to take a supple approach and not
worry too much about which information types belong in which SBML levels and
versions. FAME automatically converts input models, whether they be FAME
models or otherwise, to SBML level 2 version 4 and assumes the FluxBounds
SBML expansion. This format is then used internally within FAME, passed to
PySCeS for analysis, and exported when requested by the user.
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KGML

FAME SVG

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE pathway SYSTEM "http://www.genome.jp/kegg/xml/KGML_v0.7.1_.dtd">
<pathway name="path:ec00010" org="ec" number="00010"
title="Glycolysis / Gluconeogenesis"
image="http://www.genome.jp/kegg/pathway/ec/ec00010.png"
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="no"?>
link="http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/show_pathway?ec00010">
<!DOCTYPE svg PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SVG 1.1//EN" "http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/1.1/DTD/svg11.dtd">
<svg width="100%" height="100%" version="1.1" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xli
(...)
<entry id="5" name="cpd:C00033" type="compound"
link="http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?C00033">
<graphics name="C00033" fgcolor="#000000" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"
type="circle" x="146" y="953" width="8" height="8"/>
</entry>
Species are defined as circles in both KGML and SVG
(...)

(...)
<a xlink:href="../speciesDetails.php?id=C00033--HappyModel-7aedbee0a3ac23e408cf749813d62b45">
<circle cx="150" cy="961" r="7" stroke="#000000" stroke-width="2" fill="white" />
</a>
<line x1="150" y1="961" x2="161" y2="976" style="stroke:gray;stroke-width:1"/>
<text x="161" y="980" font-size="9">Acetate</text>

<entry id="67" name="cpd:C00084" type="compound"
link="http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?C00084">
<graphics name="C00084" fgcolor="#000000" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"
type="circle" x="378" y="953" width="8" height="8"/>
</entry>
FAME recognizes between which compounds
(...)
the reaction line should be drawn

(...)

<reaction id="2" name="rn:R00710" type="reversible">
<substrate id="67" name="cpd:C00084"/>
<product id="5" name="cpd:C00033"/>
</reaction>

(...)

Hyperlinks connect the SVG to your run results
and to information in external databases

(...)

Species name is looked up in KEGG conversion table

<a xlink:href="../speciesDetails.php?id=C00084--HappyModel-7aedbee0a3ac23e408cf749813d62b45">
<circle cx="382" cy="961" r="7" stroke="#000000" stroke-width="2" fill="white" />
</a>
<line x1="382" y1="961" x2="393" y2="976" style="stroke:gray;stroke-width:1"/>
<text x="393" y="980" font-size="9">Acetaldehyde</text>

<a xlink:href="http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?rn:R00710">
<line x1="266" y1="961" x2="382" y2="961" style="stroke:#6495ed;stroke-dasharray: 7, 5;stroke-width:1"/>
</a><a xlink:href="http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?rn:R00710">
<line x1="150" y1="961" x2="266" y2="961" style="stroke:#6495ed;stroke-dasharray: 7, 5;stroke-width:1"/>
</a><text x="271" y="951" font-size="10">R00710: 0</text>
(...)

</pathway>

</svg>
Reaction name can be linked to model reaction ID or EC-number

Figure 6.1: An example of how FAME translates a KGML file into SVG
Thus, imported models can be any kind of SBML, as long as the following
information is present:
• listOfSpecies, containing
– species
• listOfReactions, containing
– reaction, containing
∗ listOfReactants, containing
· speciesReference
∗ listOfProducts, containing
· speciesReference
The following information is optional, and if absent will be set to default
values.
• listOfUnitDefinitions
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• Constraints information
• listOfObjectives
The following information is optional, and will not be added by FAME if
absent. If it is present, it will be preserved, and if it is in the right format, it
may be used for visualization purposes or otherwise .
• notes (see e.g. section 4.1 for an example of how notes can be used by
FAME)

